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ABSTRACT

A detailed view of Southern Hemisphere storm tracks is obtained based on the application of filtered
variance and modern feature-tracking techniques to a wide range of 45-yr European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40) data. It has been checked that the conclusions
drawn in this study are valid even if data from only the satellite era are used. The emphasis of the paper is
on the winter season, but results for the four seasons are also discussed. Both upper- and lower-tropospheric
fields are used. The tracking analysis focuses on systems that last longer than 2 days and are mobile (move
more than 1000 km). Many of the results support previous ideas about the storm tracks, but some new
insights are also obtained. In the summer there is a rather circular, strong, deep high-latitude storm track.
In winter the high-latitude storm track is more asymmetric with a spiral from the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans in toward Antarctica and a subtropical jet–related lower-latitude storm track over the Pacific, again
tending to spiral poleward. At all times of the year, maximum storm activity in the higher-latitude storm
track is in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean regions. In the winter upper troposphere, the relative importance
of, and interplay between, the subtropical and subpolar storm tracks is discussed. The genesis, lysis, and
growth rate of lower-tropospheric winter cyclones together lead to a vivid picture of their behavior that is
summarized as a set of overlapping plates, each composed of cyclone life cycles. Systems in each plate
appear to feed the genesis in the next plate through downstream development in the upper-troposphere
spiral storm track. In the lee of the Andes in South America, there is cyclogenesis associated with the
subtropical jet and also, poleward of this, cyclogenesis largely associated with system decay on the upslope
and regeneration on the downslope. The genesis and lysis of cyclones and anticyclones have a definite
spatial relationship with each other and with the Andes. At 500 hPa, their relative longitudinal positions are
consistent with vortex-stretching ideas for simple flow over a large-scale mountain. Cyclonic systems near
Antarctica have generally spiraled in from lower latitudes. However, cyclogenesis associated with mobile
cyclones occurs around the Antarctic coast with an interesting genesis maximum over the sea ice near
150°E. The South Pacific storm track emerges clearly from the tracking as a coherent deep feature spiraling
from Australia to southern South America. A feature of the summer season is the genesis of eastward-
moving cyclonic systems near the tropic of Capricorn off Brazil, in the central Pacific and, to a lesser extent,
off Madagascar, followed by movement along the southwest flanks of the subtropical anticyclones and
contribution to the “convergence zone” cloud bands seen in these regions.

1. Introduction

The storm tracks of the Southern Hemisphere (SH)
are important for the weather there and also for climate
processes through their latitudinal transports and their

driving of the Southern Ocean. This has resulted in
many studies of the SH storm tracks. Taljaard (1972)
gave an excellent summary of the understanding of the
structure of the SH storm tracks obtained over many
years but in particular from analysis of extra observa-
tions obtained in and following the 1957 International
Geophysical Year (IGY). However, there was of course
considerably less knowledge available than for the NH,
which has been more extensively observed and studied.
With the advent of satellite data and routine global
analyses, this situation has improved markedly. Streten
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and Troup (1973) used early hemispheric composite
satellite imagery to subjectively identify and track cloud
vortices associated with cyclones and produced a clima-
tology of them. In a later study, Carlton (1981) used a
similar approach to study the cyclone activity for the
extended winter period. Trenberth (1991) used Euro-
pean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) data and standard Eulerian variance and
covariance diagnostics to give a detailed zonally aver-
aged view and some discussion of the geographical
structure, while Berbery and Vera (1996) used filtered
and unfiltered ECMWF data to explore the structure
and evolution of synoptic-scale waves.

Cyclone and anticyclone tracking provides a comple-
mentary approach to that of the usual Eulerian ap-
proach to diagnosing storm-track activity and has
played a significant role in SH storm-track research,
using not only the satellite imagery but also data from
operational analysis and reanalysis. Sinclair (1994,
1995, 1996), for example, identified systems as extrema
in the geostrophic vorticity and tracked these to pro-
duce a climatology of systems that moved more than
10°. Simmonds and collaborators (e.g., Simmonds and
Murray 1999) developed and refined a technique based
on sea level pressure minima as identified through
maxima in a finite-difference Laplacian and did not im-
pose a movement requirement. In Simmonds and Keay
(2000) a climatology of cyclone behavior for the SH was
produced using this technique applied to the 40-yr Na-
tional Centers for Environmental Prediction–National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) re-
analysis.

Interest in the weather and climate of Antarctica has
meant that there have also been a considerable number
of studies focusing on the cyclones and mesoscale vor-
tices around its periphery, for example, in recent years
the studies based on satellite imagery of Carrasco et al.
(2003) and Turner et al. (1998). The importance of kat-
abatic outflow to the genesis and development of these
systems has been proposed by Bromwich and Parish
(1998) and others.

On the more theoretical side, Mechoso (1980) found
that a lower boundary rising toward the pole as in an
idealized Antarctic topography acts to reduce baro-
clinic instability but that this is insufficient to stabilize a
westerly “subpolar” jet around the topography forced
by waves moving in from lower latitudes. In another
study, Frederiksen (1984) determined the growing nor-
mal modes for zonally averaged and three-dimensional
SH flows and found that structures with comparable
growth rates could be centered in the band 40°–45°S or
near 60°S, being associated, respectively, with the sub-

tropical or subpolar jets. A wave packet view of South-
ern Hemisphere cyclone family organization was dis-
cussed by Lee and Held (1993) and was further devel-
oped by Berbery and Vera (1996). The latter also found
consistency between the storm-track locations and the
baroclinicity of the mean flow. The strong linking of the
Atlantic and Indian Ocean lower-level storm track with
large gradients in sea surface temperature (SST) was
recently supported by Nakamura and Shimpo (2004).
They also emphasized the importance of the strong
winter subtropical jet in the Australian sector acting as
a waveguide and inhibiting the poleward propagation
of wave activity in to the high-latitude storm track in
the Pacific. Inatsu and Hoskins (2004), using controlled
experiments with an atmospheric GCM confirmed that
the zonal asymmetry of SST was crucial for the low-
level winter storm-track structure. The topography of
South America and South Africa was also influential in
this regard. However, they found that the asymmetry of
the mean flow and storm track in the upper tropo-
sphere was dominated by a stationary Rossby wave
forced by the asymmetries in convective heating in the
northern Tropics.

In Hoskins and Hodges (2002), 15-yr ECMWF Re-
Analysis (ERA-15) data in the Northern Hemisphere
(NH) were used to produce Eulerian variances of
time-filtered fields for a variety of upper- and lower-
tropospheric variables. These where contrasted with re-
sults from an objective tracking procedure developed
by Hodges (1995, 1996, 1999) and applied to the same
fields to give a new perspective on the NH winter storm
tracks. The purpose of the present paper is to perform
a similar investigation in the SH, based on the 40�
years of 40-yr ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-40) data, to
provide a new perspective on the SH storm tracks. Dis-
cussion of the four seasons will be given, but the con-
centration here is on the winter season (June–August),
which is notable for its zonal asymmetry.

As basic background material for this paper, Fig. 1
summarizes some aspects of the mean summer and win-
ter flow in the SH as given by the ERA-40 dataset,
which is discussed below. Shown are summary pictures
for the upper and lower troposphere in December–
February (DJF, summer; hereafter 3-month periods are
denoted by the first letter of each respective month)
and JJA (winter). The upper troposphere (Figs. 1a,b) is
here characterized by fields on the potential vorticity
(PV) surface, PV � �/�2 PVU, where the minus sign
applies in the SH. This can be considered to be the
dynamical tropopause (Hoskins and Berrisford 1988).
Shown are the zonal winds (UPV�2) overlaid on the
pole-to-equator meridional gradient of potential tem-
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FIG. 1. Mean flow in the upper and lower troposphere for the SH in summer and winter: (a) DJF and (b) JJA pole-to-equator
meridional gradient of �PV�2 (color) in units of K (deg lat)�1 and UPV�2 (contours) with contour interval (c.i.) � 5 m s�1. For �PV�2,
values above 2.2 and 3.0 are represented by two grayscale values. (c) DJF and (d) JJA pole-to-equator meridional gradient of SST
(color) in units of K (deg lat)�1 and U850 (contours) with c.i. � 2.5 m s�1.
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perature (�PV�2).1 For the lower troposphere (Figs.
1c,d), the zonal winds at 850 hPa (U850) overlaid on the
pole-to-equator meridional gradient of SST are shown.
In the summer (Figs. 1a,c) the Atlantic and the western
Indian Ocean are seen to have generally enhanced me-
ridional gradients in SST and �PV�2 near 45°S, sugges-
tive of enhanced baroclinic instability there. The zonal
winds are strong both near the surface and the tropo-
pause in middle latitudes in the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans. In the Pacific, the midlatitude meridional ther-
mal gradients and the zonal winds are generally some-
what weaker. In the winter (Figs. 1b,d), the SST gradi-
ents and low-level zonal winds in the Atlantic and In-
dian Oceans are similar, but the jet is rather less well
defined. The major difference from the summer, evi-
dent both in the PV � 2 zonal winds and the enhanced
meridional � gradients, is the upper-tropospheric sub-
tropical jet from the central Indian Ocean to the east-
ern Pacific Ocean. The � gradient is larger than in the
summer around the whole latitudinal circle.

The paper continues in section 2 with a discussion of
the ERA-40 dataset and the analysis techniques used.
A picture of the storm track as given by Eulerian vari-
ances is discussed in section 3. The results of tracking
cyclonic systems, and also briefly anticyclonic systems,
in winter are given in section 4, and section 5 gives a
comparison of tracking results for the four seasons.
Some discussion and concluding comments are pre-
sented in section 6.

2. Data and techniques

a. Data

The data used in this study are from the ERA-40
(Simmons and Gibson 2000). This has been produced
by ECMWF using a modern data assimilation system
to combine all the available disparate and inhomoge-
neous atmospheric observations with a full GCM of
the atmosphere. In this way, the most complete four-
dimensional view of the atmosphere is produced over
the 40� yr period from 1958 onward (in fact the period
covers 1958–2002, a period of 45 yr). ERA-40 uses a
three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) scheme for
the assimilation of surface, upper air, and satellite ob-
servations. The majority of satellite data, Television In-
frared Observation Satellite (TIROS) Operational Ver-
tical Sounder (TOVS), Special Sensor Microwave Im-
ager (SSM/I), and cloud motion winds, are available
from 1979 onward with increasing amounts of satellite

data being used in later periods. Some Vertical Tem-
perature Profile Radiometer (VTPR) data for the pe-
riod 1972–79 have also been used. The assimilation of
satellite radiance data for temperature and humidity is
predominately performed by the direct assimilation of
the radiances as opposed to the assimilation of vari-
ables retrieved from the radiances, which was the usual
approach in previous reanalyses. The SSM/I precipi-
table water content data are assimilated from a
1DVAR retrieval. The model used for the ERA-40
uses a spectral semi-Lagrangian approach for the dy-
namics with a spectral resolution in the horizontal of
triangular truncation 159 (T159) and 60 levels in the
vertical. A fully comprehensive physics package is used,
including the Rapid Radiation Transfer Model
(RRTM) scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997) for the longwave
and the scheme of Fouquart and Bonnel (1980) for the
shortwave. The influence of subgrid-scale orographic
processes is parameterized using the scheme of Lott
and Miller (1997), and convection is parameterized us-
ing the mass flux scheme of Tiedtke (1989). Full details
of the model can be obtained from the Integrated Fore-
cast System (IFS) documentation (White 2000).

In this paper, we discuss diagnostics derived from the
whole ERA-40 period. This has the advantage of giving
more data to provide significant and stable results.
However, it is recognized that some care is required in
using such long reanalyses, particularly in the SH, due
to changes with time in the types of available observa-
tions and their distribution. This is particularly the case
with the satellite data, which are sparse before the late
1970s but become the dominant available observation
type in the SH after this time. Before the widespread
availability of satellite data, the SH was a relatively
poorly observed region, with the result that reanalyses
in the SH are more dependent on the assimilating GCM
for this earlier period. This is a problem when consid-
ering trends, and ERA-40 is no different from other
reanalyses in this respect (Bengtsson et al. 2004). In
terms of the study reported here, an extensive compari-
son has been made between results based on the full,
earlier, and later periods and with other reanalyses. A
summary of the sensitivity of the ERA-40 data to the
changes in the observing system in the SH and its im-
pact on weather systems diagnostics is given in the ap-
pendix. Although there are differences in the number
of systems and their intensities between the earlier and
later periods, this does not greatly impact the results or
modify any of the conclusions reported here. There are
also differences in the representation of weather sys-
tems between different reanalyses that use different
GCMs and different assimilation methodologies This is
particularly the case in the SH (Hodges et al. 2003,

1 It should be noted that � on PV�2 would increase without
bound as the equator is approached. Consequently the field in the
Tropics is capped at the value of 380 K.
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2004). An indication of this sensitivity is also given in
the appendix. However, investigation again suggests
that the structures commented on in this paper would
be similar if, for example, NCEP reanalysis data had
been used and that the conclusions drawn here would
not change.

For the seasonal analysis, the usual NH seasonal pe-
riods are chosen (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON). How-
ever, there are two particular aspects that complicate
the division of the SH year into meteorological seasons.
First, as discussed by Hurrell et al. (1998), the average
lag in the temperature response (about 44 days) is
greater than that in the NH (about 33 days). Second,
and more importantly, the SH has a strong semiannual
oscillation, in particular in the latitude and strength of
the circumpolar surface pressure trough (van Loon
1967). For this paper, these complexities will be ignored
and explored further in a future publication.

b. Analysis techniques

The study reported here follows closely a previous
one of the NH storm tracks by Hoskins and Hodges
(2002). This study explored a wide range of fields for
storm-track activity, from the traditional mean sea level
pressure (MSLP) to a range of other fields on multiple
pressure levels and on potential vorticity and potential
temperature surfaces. The use of a wide range of fields
allows a contrast to be made between features of dif-
ferent scale. For example, MSLP and geopotential tend
to focus on the large-scale end of the synoptic range in
a geostrophic sense, whilst vorticity focuses on the
small-scale end of the range. Both the Eulerian and
system-centered approaches were used to produce
storm-track diagnostics. In this paper, a similar ap-
proach is taken. Eulerian storm-track diagnostics are
produced by identifying the variance in the 2–6-day
band based on the Fourier periodogram approach. The
filtered variance fields shown here are truncated at to-
tal wavenumber 42 and are displayed as standard de-
viations. The Eulerian variance diagnostics are con-
trasted with those from a system-centered analysis
based on identifying cyclonic or anticyclonic systems,
tracking them, and producing statistical distributions
from the track ensembles. This has the benefit of being
able to separate the cyclonic and anticyclonic activity
and determine their differing tracks and attributes.

The tracking is performed using the system of
Hodges (1995, 1999). This performs the tracking on the
unit sphere. The statistics are also computed on the unit
sphere using spherical kernel methods (Hodges 1996)
and then scaled to suitable quantities. The fact that the
analysis is predominately conducted on the sphere ex-
cludes many of the biases that can be introduced when

using projections. For the statistics, systems are re-
quired to last at least 2 days and to move at least 10°
(geodesic). A wide range of statistics is available, such
as densities, track, genesis, and lysis as well as mean
attributes, such as intensity, growth/decay rate, speed,
and lifetime.

Before the tracking is performed, it is considered to
be appropriate, and is for some variables necessary, to
first remove a background field. This is done by per-
forming a spherical harmonic decomposition of the
chosen field and setting the coefficients for total wave-
numbers less than or equal to five to zero. This choice
of the cutoff is generally conservative in that most syn-
optic features are almost untouched by it, for example,
in vorticity, but it can have a greater impact for vari-
ables that represent larger-scale features, for example,
MSLP (Anderson et al. 2003). Both positive and nega-
tive extrema can be tracked, and for many variables
these are associated with either cyclonic or anticyclonic
activity. Fields are also reduced to T42 on a Gaussian
grid for the tracking analysis to exclude very small scale
structures, which occur in fields such as vorticity, and
the spectral coefficients have a tapering filter applied to
reduce any Gibbs noise (Hoskins and Sardeshmukh
1984). The Eulerian analysis uses the raw fields.

In general, for the tracking analysis the vorticity is
the preferred field because it is less influenced by the
large-scale background, it is not an extrapolated field to
any large extent at the levels used here (850, 500, and
250 hPa), and smaller-scale features are more easily
identified. Vorticity can be a very noisy field, but the
preprocessing described above helps to reduce much of
the noise.

3. Eulerian variance

To show the full seasonal cycle of the SH storm track,
Fig. 2 shows the synoptic time-scale variances (2–6
days) converted to standard deviation for 250-hPa vor-
ticity (�250) for the four seasons. Nearly all aspects of
this are in agreement with previous studies. The sum-
mer storm track (DJF; Fig. 2a) is almost circular but has
largest magnitudes in the central and eastern Indian
Ocean and a break in the region of South America. In
autumn (MAM; Fig. 2b) the maximum is in the same
location, but the storm track is more broken east of
New Zealand. For winter (JJA; Fig. 2c) the picture has
changed considerably. The storm track that was present
in summer now occupies only the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans, after which it spirals in toward Antarctica.
However, large variance is now found also in the region
of the winter subtropical jet over Australia. Down-
stream this weakens but then picks up again in the east
Pacific. As commented on by others, for example, Tal-
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jaard (1972), the whole storm track has the appearance
of a spiral from Australia, across the Pacific, Atlantic,
and Indian Oceans, and in toward Antarctica, with New
Zealand sitting between two arms of the spiral.
Whereas the autumn picture still has the flavor of the
summer picture, spring (SON; Fig. 2d) exhibits a less
well defined mixture of winter and summer.

In terms of the absolute maximum values, the strong-
est �250 storm track occurs in the summer. The Atlantic/
Indian Ocean maxima in summer, autumn, winter, and
spring, in units of 10�6 s�1 are 37, 35, 31, and 31, re-
spectively. However, the winter maximum over eastern
Australia is the largest for that season with a value
of 33.

Other upper-tropospheric variables show the same
sort of picture, but the relative magnitudes of features
at different latitudes change with the variable, for ex-

ample, the height field accentuates high-latitude vari-
ability, whereas �PV�2 accentuates subtropical vari-
ability.

To give a wider view of the seasonal behavior in the
upper and lower troposphere, Fig. 3 shows summer and
winter synoptic-scale variance as standard deviations
for meridional wind at 250 (V250) and 850 hPa (V850),
and for MSLP. The V250 (Figs. 3a,b) shows very similar
storm tracks and seasonal behavior to those already
discussed for �250 (Figs. 2a,c). The upper-tropospheric
behavior can be compared with that at 850 hPa (Figs.
3c,d). The summer circumpolar loop here is not totally
lost in the winter, there being little sign of the spiral
toward Antarctica, no Australian maximum, and a sig-
nificant Pacific storm track. The summer, autumn, win-
ter, and spring V850 standard deviation maxima are 5.4,
6.7, 6.1, and 6.0 m s�1, respectively. In contrast to the

FIG. 2. Bandpass-filtered (2–6 day) variance converted to standard deviation for �250: (a) DJF, (b)
MAM, and (c) JJA, with shading above 2.6 and 2.8 � 10�5 s�1 and (d) SON; c.i. � 0.2 � 10�5 s�1.
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FIG. 3. Bandpass-filtered (2–6 day) variance converted to standard deviation for (a) DJF, V250, c.i. �
1 m s�1; (b) JJA, V250, c.i. � 1 m s�1; (c) DJF, V850, c.i. � 0.25 m s�1; (d) JJA, V850, c.i. � 0.25 m s�1;
(e) DJF, MSLP, c.i. � 50 Pa; and (f) JJA, MSLP, c.i. � 50 Pa.
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upper troposphere, here summer is the weakest and
autumn is the strongest. The main storm tracks in the
lower troposphere coincide well with, but are a few
degrees poleward of, the upper-tropospheric storm
tracks.

Like the height field in both the upper and lower
troposphere, MSLP (Figs. 3e,f) accentuates the high-
latitude behavior, showing in all seasons a high-latitude
storm track in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans with a
spiral southward toward the Ross Sea region (160°W)
in the winter. In contrast to V850, for MSLP the maxi-
mum values are largest in winter, slightly reduced in the
transition seasons, and smallest in summer. The storm
track shifts slightly in latitude with the seasons, being
closest to the pole in winter. A separate east Pacific
storm track is evident in winter only, though not as clear
as it is in V850. The winter and summer storm tracks as
shown by the variance in V850 are nearly collocated with
the maximum SST gradients shown in Figs. 1c,d. How-
ever, this is not the case for that delineated by MSLP.

4. Winter storm tracking

In this section, the focus is on the winter (JJA), the
season with the most enhanced zonally asymmetric, spi-
ral storm track. A summary of some of the results of
tracking cyclonic features in the upper and lower tro-
posphere is given in Fig. 4, in which track densities
(colors) and average system intensities (line contours)
are shown. To represent the upper troposphere, the
variables used here are �250 and �PV�2. The track den-
sity for �250 (Fig. 4a) shows a loop, at most longitudes,
around the pole and an outer subtropical track covering
about 180° of longitude in the sector of the strong sub-
tropical jet. In the eastern Pacific/western Atlantic,
there is an indication of a spiral linkage between the
two regions. This behavior is similar to that suggested
by the variance of this field (Fig. 2c). The �PV�2 field
has its largest variance in the subtropics, and conse-
quently the track density of cyclonic (cold) features in
this field (Fig. 4b) emphasizes the subtropical track and
indicates fewer high-latitude tracks in the Indian Ocean
and Ross Sea regions. The average intensities of the
systems for �250 are largest on the equatorward side of
the subtropical track, in the range 7.5–11 � 10�5 s�1,
and drop to 5–6 � 10�5 s�1 on the high-latitude side.
The intensities for �PV�2 generally behave in a similar
manner. However, in the east Pacific, whereas the
�PV�2 track density and intensity both highlight the sub-
tropical jet region, for �250 this is true for the intensity
but, as already discussed, not for the track density,
which marks the start of the poleward spiral.

The lower-tropospheric behavior is indicated by re-
sults for �850 and MSLP in Figs. 4c and 4d, respectively.

The �850 track density emphasizes the primary spiral
storm track from the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and
then around Antarctica to the Antarctic Peninsula
(60°W). The average intensities of systems is largest
here, generally 5 to 6 � 10�5 s�1. The upstream end of
this track, to the east of South America, shows intensity
maxima at low and high latitudes and a density maxi-
mum in between. This will be discussed further below.
The MSLP (Fig. 4d) shows a high-latitude track with
large track density and with mean intensity values being
generally in the range of 20–27 hPa, but again there are
hints of interesting behavior near South America. Both
fields indicate large track density near Antarctica up-
stream of the Ross Sea and large intensities down-
stream of this; �850 also shows an intensity maximum
and a weak density maximum near 40°S, indicating the
Pacific storm track, and lower storm incidence and in-
tensity eastward from Tasmania through the southern
island of New Zealand, a major blocking region (e.g.,
Trenberth and Mo 1985).

From Figs. 4a,c it is clear that the main storm track
spiraling from South America to the Antarctic Penin-
sula is coupled through the depth. The subtropical jet
cyclonic disturbances are upper level only in the Indian
Ocean, but there is coupling through the depth again in
the Pacific as the tracks spiral poleward to South
America. Upstream of South America at 250 hPa, there
is a clear distinction between the track density maxi-
mum, which is the extension of the deep systems, and
some 15° equatorward of it the intensity maximum,
which indicates strong, shallow systems on the subtropi-
cal jet. Eulerian variance statistics give little indication
of this behavior. However, Vera et al. (2001) using ex-
tended empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) applied
to the 300-hPa meridional wind in the South America
region did identify subtropical synoptic-scale waves as
well as the more usually identified midlatitude waves.
They also found the subtropical waves to have less sig-
nature at 850 hPa upstream of the Andes.

Further diagnostics of the cyclonic �850 wintertime
systems are presented in Figs. 5a–d. Figure 5a shows the
average speed of the cyclonic weather systems (contour
lines) and their mean lifetimes (colors). The average
speeds and directions (not shown) reflect the mean flow
at about 700 hPa, with a maximum average speed in the
western Indian Ocean of about 18 m s�1 and closer to
14 m s�1 elsewhere. The direction of movement is pre-
dominantly eastward, with a small poleward compo-
nent that is much enhanced in the eastern Indian Ocean
extending through to the western Pacific, consistent
with the spiral track picture there. The average lifetime
of systems is remarkably uniform at 5–6 days but is
lower around Antarctica (�4 days) and higher in the
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subtropical western Pacific (�7 days). However, this
distribution is somewhat biased by the fact that only
mobile systems that live longer than 2 days contribute
to the statistics.

The average �850 cyclonic growth/decay rates, gen-
esis, and lysis results in Figs. 5b, 5c, and 5d, respectively,
are conveniently discussed together. Overall there
tends to be genesis and growth at low latitudes and
decay and lysis at high latitudes near Antarctica. How-

ever, the behavior is much richer than this. The genesis
region on the eastern side of Australia is followed
downstream by another genesis maximum centered
over the north island of New Zealand. There is growth
down to 40°S in the central Pacific and genesis there
and in the eastern Pacific. There is large decay where
the deep Pacific storm track meets the upslope side of
the Andes, and downstream there is large growth. Cor-
responding to this, near 45°S, there is lysis upstream

FIG. 4. Winter (JJA) cyclonic track density (color) and mean intensity (line contour) using (a) �250, c.i. � 0.5 � 10�5 s�1; (b) �PV�2,
c.i. � 2 K; (c) �850, c.i. � 0.25 � 10�5 s�1; and (d) MSLP, c.i. � 2 hPa. Track densities are in units of number density per month per
unit area where unit area is equivalent to 5° radius spherical cap; intensities are absolute relative to the removed background. The 50%
sea ice boundary is delineated by the white line.
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FIG. 5. Winter (JJA) cyclonic statistics for (a) �850 mean lifetime (color; unit is days) and mean speed (line contour; c.i. � 2 m s�1),
where dashed line is 10.0 m s�1 and dotted line is 16 m s�1; (b) �850 mean growth/decay rate (unit is day�1); (c) �850 genesis density; (d)
�850 lysis density; (e) �500 genesis density; and (f) �500 lysis density. Density units are number density per month per unit area with the
unit area as in Fig. 4. The 50% sea ice boundary is delineated by the white line.
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and genesis downstream. The genesis is rather larger
than the lysis, which means that it is not simply that the
850-hPa systems disappear only to reappear on the
downstream side of the Andes.

Farther north, near 30°S, there is another concen-
trated genesis and growth region with no corresponding
upstream lysis. This is where the strong, shallow sys-
tems on the subtropical jet, indicated in Fig. 4a, cross
the high Andes, and it seems likely that the leeside
genesis is associated with these.

Continuing the discussion of Figs. 5b–d, there is
growth and genesis across the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans, with maxima to the south of South Africa and
in the central Indian Ocean. Associated with both west-
ern and eastern South Africa, there is also growth and
genesis, in agreement with the surprising sensitivity of
the storm track to the presence of South African to-
pography found in the numerical experiments of Inatsu
and Hoskins (2004). There is quite localized lysis and
decay near Antarctica between 90° and 135°E followed,
between 135°E and 180°, by the major genesis and
growth region at these high latitudes. This is consistent
with the storm-track density maximum downstream of
this commented on above and seen in Figs. 4c,d. At the
eastern end of this, there is decay and lysis, particularly
upstream of the Antarctic Peninsula. In the lee of this
and also in the Weddell Sea, there is the second, weaker
high-latitude region of growth followed by lysis. Along
with the two genesis maxima over South America, the
Antarctic Peninsula gives a third genesis region up-
stream of the Atlantic storm track.

Whilst the SST gradients shown in Fig. 1 would sug-
gest strong baroclinicity in the Atlantic and Indian
Ocean regions and hence strong growth, the mean
growth/decay statistic (Fig. 5b) shows relatively weak
growth in this region. However, this is just an artifact of
the averaging together of similar numbers of growing
and decaying systems (see later discussion). In fact
separating the growth from the decay and regenerating
the statistic (not shown) indicates that for growing sys-
tems the mean growth through the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans is �0.5 day�1 whilst the mean decay is �0.4
day�1. This also occurs in other regions, for example,
the Pacific has �0.35 day�1 for both growth and decay,
although for the major genesis or lysis regions associ-
ated with the Andes there is predominately growth or
decay, respectively.

To exhibit information on vertical structures in gen-
eral and in particular in the region of the Andes, gen-
esis and lysis of 500-hPa cyclonic vorticity features
(�500) are presented in Figs. 5e and 5f, respectively. It is
clear that the genesis in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean
regions and lysis near Antarctica are deep. Activity also

reaches down to this level from the upper-tropospheric
subtropical jet. Focusing on the South American re-
gion, it is worth noting that, unlike the 850-hPa level,
this surface is above ground almost everywhere so that
any lysis and subsequent genesis across the Andes can-
not be attributed to the disappearance of the surface.
Where the main storm track intercepts the Andes, as at
850 hPa, there is lysis on the upslope and larger genesis
on the downslope. Where the subtropical jet moves
over the Andes, there is much larger lysis at 500 hPa
than at the lower level. In contrast, the genesis is much
weaker than at 850 hPa and somewhat weaker than the
upstream lysis. These properties are strongly support-
ive of the hypothesis that it is the middle- and upper-
tropospheric cyclonic features on the subtropical jet im-
pinging on the Andes that lead to the generation of
lower-tropospheric cyclones in its lee.

To test this hypothesis, each of the 850-hPa genesis
events in this region was investigated to determine
whether there was a preexisting feature at 500 hPa that
passed within 500 km, with at least 10% of the points on
the two tracks overlapping in time. Most 500-hPa cy-
clonic systems do not cause such genesis. However, for
75% of the lower-tropospheric genesis events in this
region such a preexisting and contemporaneous midtro-
pospheric cyclonic feature could be identified, and for
61% it was to the west of the lower system. The criteria
for association used here are quite strict, and it is prob-
able that nearly all the low-level genesis events are
in fact associated with preexisting mid- or upper-
tropospheric waves. Berbery and Barros (2002) have
discussed the transport of moisture from the Tropics
into the La Plata River basin (east of the Andes and
approximately between 15° and 38°S) by the low-level
northerly jet on the eastern side of the Andes. They
found that this moisture transport is a maximum in win-
ter and spring. Latent heat release fueled by the low-
level jet could be important in the low-level subtropical
cyclogenesis process. It is notable that in the North
American winter, (Hoskins and Hodges 2002, their Fig.
6c) similar separate high-latitude and subtropical jet
location genesis maxima were also found in the lee of
the Rockies.

Because many of the �850 cyclone genesis regions are
so well defined, it is of interest to consider the fate of all
the systems that are generated in these regions. This
can be done by isolating all those systems that are ini-
tiated in a genesis region and reconstructing the statis-
tics for these systems alone. To do this, a 5° radius
spherical cap sampling region is centered over each
genesis region (this can also be done for lysis). An ex-
ample of this is shown in Fig. 6a for all the winter tracks
in ERA-40 that originated in the cyclogenesis region
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near 30°S over South America. The dots show the po-
sition and their color the intensity of each system every
6 h. The compactness of the distribution is remarkable
for a 45-yr period. To help interpret this picture, Fig. 6b
shows the track density and mean intensity distribu-
tions. The average speed and lifetimes of systems given
previously suggest an average track of some 90° in lon-
gitude. This accords well with what is seen here. Many
travel less than this, and some travel considerably far-

ther with the one system almost making a full circuit.
The amplitudes generally increase as the cyclones move
downstream and poleward, with an indication that the
stronger systems have larger poleward movement.

To provide an extension of this picture that gives a
view of the whole winter lower-tropospheric storm
track, a similar set of statistics has been generated for
most of the genesis regions picked out when discussing
Fig. 5c, although to produce the track density shown in

FIG. 6. (a) Trajectories of all cyclonic systems identified in �850 originating in the cyclogen-
esis region near 30°S over South America. Colored points indicate intensity at each 6-hourly
time step in units of 10�5 s�1. (b) Track density (color) and mean intensity (line contours) for
the same systems. Track density has the same units as in Fig. 4, and mean intensity c.i. � 0.5
� 10�5, relative to removed background.
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Fig. 4c requires genesis that occurs throughout the
storm track. The results for the track densities and in-
tensities are summarized in the overlapping plate
storm-track diagrams shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, respec-
tively. The two genesis regions of South American and
the genesis of the Antarctic Peninsula provide cyclones
that feed the Atlantic track; the genesis maximum off

South Africa feeds the Indian Ocean track; the Indian
Ocean genesis feeds the spiral toward Antarctica; the
genesis upstream of the Ross Sea feeds the track to-
ward the Antarctic Peninsula. Equatorward of this, the
east Australian and New Zealand genesis regions feed
the Pacific track, and genesis there feeds systems into
the southern South American lysis and genesis region.
The intensity picture shows the expected generality of
larger amplitudes downstream and poleward. It also
emphasizes the importance of the equatorward genera-
tion region over South America and of the genesis re-
gions in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Each of the
panels in Fig. 7 emphasizes typical life cycles of lower-
tropospheric cyclonic features. However, the whole
overlapping plate picture depends on, and is consistent
with, the downstream propagation and development of
synoptic wave activity in the upper troposphere (Sim-
mons and Hoskins 1979; Berbery and Vera 1996; Chang
1999; Rao et al. 2002). To show this relationship, large
values of the track density of upper-tropospheric cy-
clonic features are indicated in grayscale in Fig. 7a. The
upper-tropospheric link is seen in its spiral from Aus-
tralia around the hemisphere and back to the coast of
Antarctica, with lower-tropospheric development oc-
curring in favorable regions or at the end of the previ-
ous life cycle.

Given the research done on cyclones near Antarc-
tica, it is of interest to isolate systems that grow or
decay there. A summary of the tracks from cyclogenesis
and cyclolysis that occur around the Antarctic coast is
obtained by using a circular sampling region around
Antarctica of radius 27.5° centered on (87.5°S, 80°E).
The track density and mean intensities for these sys-
tems are given in Fig. 8. Systems that are generated
near Antarctica are generally found to remain near it
(Fig. 8a). The region of most tracks stretches from the
Australian sector to the Antarctic Peninsula, and there
is a weak intensity maximum in the Ross Sea sector.
However, there is a secondary region in both track den-
sity and intensity associated with the genesis in the
Wedell Sea commented on previously. The lysis (Fig.
8b) shows that whilst much of the activity close to the
coast originates there, there is also a significant propor-
tion that originates from lower latitudes. The intensities
are generally high but decrease toward the coast. It
should be noted however that only long-lasting, mobile
systems have been considered here; much more cyclo-
genesis occurs around the Antarctic coast that is meso-
scale and shorter lived and often semistationary. In par-
ticular, cyclones generated in the embayments often do
not become very mobile, though clearly some do, as
seen in the Weddell Sea.

FIG. 7. Statistics for the main �850 genesis regions. (a) Rubber
band track density contours; levels at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 in units
of number density per month per unit area with unit area as in Fig.
4; the grayscale background indicates the track density in �250 for
values above 9.0 (see Fig. 4a). (b) Mean intensities restricted to
within the 0.5 track density contour, in units of 10�5 s�1. Inset is
for the Antarctic Peninsula genesis masked by the South America
genesis plots in the main plot.
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Since the SH storm track does not only consist of
migratory cyclones but also mobile anticyclones, it is
also of interest to consider their contribution. Figure 9
summarizes some of this behavior in winter. There is
generally a single 250-hPa latitudinal maximum in the
density and intensity of anticyclonic vorticity features
(Fig. 9a), located near 55°S, between the high-latitude
and subtropical cyclonic tracks (Fig. 4a). The mobile
anticyclone track density and intensity are both weak-
est in the Atlantic and strongest in the Australian/New
Zealand sector. In the east Pacific, there is also an in-
tensity maximum near 45°S associated with the Pacific
storm track. The �850 track density and intensity (Fig.
9b) also gives a circumpolar loop picture. There is en-
hanced activity south of New Zealand, but there are
also similarities with the results for the cyclonic features
(Fig. 4c) with activity downstream from South America,
across the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, and in the Pa-
cific signs of both middle- and high-latitude activity.
Diagnostics for MSLP (not shown) also show the cir-
cumpolar behavior but with track density and intensity
maxima in the western Indian Ocean and the largest
intensity maximum in the eastern Pacific near 60°S.

Figure 9c gives the genesis of �850 anticyclonic fea-
tures. There is an anticyclogenesis maximum over
southern New Zealand that is present in all seasons,
with largest values in the summer and autumn. How-
ever, the most striking aspect is perhaps the two

maxima in anticyclogenesis over South America that
are located in latitudes poleward of the two cyclogen-
esis regions there (Fig. 5c). There is also one poleward
of the cyclogenesis region over the Antarctic Peninsula.
Intriguingly, the same relative positions of cyclogenesis
and anticyclogenesis maxima are found in the lee of the
Rockies in the boreal winter. The anticyclonic systems
originating in the South America regions, whilst being
mobile in the context of our admission criteria, in gen-
eral travel much shorter distances than the cyclones.

There is often discussion of cyclogenesis in the lee of
topography, but anticyclogenesis associated with topog-
raphy may be less expected. A clearer picture of the
behavior in the Andes region at a level above the to-
pography is given by the lysis and genesis of anticy-
clonic (Figs. 9d,e) and cyclonic (Figs. 9f,g) �500 features.
To resolve the spatial relationships, reduced smoothing
and higher resolution was used for the construction of
these diagnostics. Proceeding from west to east, there is
anticyclolysis upstream, followed by cyclolysis on the
upslope, anticyclogenesis over the mountains, and cy-
clogenesis in the lee. This pattern of events is consistent
with the stretching and shrinking of vortex tubes below
an isentrope that passes over the topography but which
has a broader, shallower shape (see, e.g., Holton 1992).
An air column approaching from the west first experi-
ences some stretching, which gives a small cyclonic ten-
dency. This is followed by large shrinking and anticy-

FIG. 8. Track density and mean intensities around Antarctica based on �850 for (a) cyclogenesis that occurs around Antarctica and
(b) cyclolysis that occurs around Antarctica. Track density is number density per month per unit area (unit area as in Fig. 4), and mean
intensity is absolute relative to removed background with c.i. � 0.5 � 10�5. The sampling region for selecting tracks is defined by a
spherical cap of radius of 27.5° centered on 87.5°S, 80°E; the 50% sea ice boundary is delineated by the white line.
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clonic tendency, which lasts until the peak of the topog-
raphy. Farther east there is large stretching and
cyclonic tendency.

5. A comparison of tracking results for the seasons

In this section, some results will be presented for the
seasonal variation of cyclonic systems as given by track-
ing diagnosis. Figure 10 shows the track density and

mean intensity of cyclonic features for the upper tro-
posphere in �250. As was found to be the case using
Eulerian variance, the main summer (DJF) storm track
(Fig. 10a) is nearly circularly symmetric with maximum
system intensities in the Eastern Hemisphere and ev-
erywhere on the equatorward edge of the track density
maximum. In comparison with the winter picture,
which is repeated in Fig. 10c, the summer track is lo-
cated between the winter subtropical and polar loops,

FIG. 9. Winter (JJA) anticyclonic track density (color) and absolute mean intensity (line contour) using (a) �250, c.i. � 0.5 � 10�5 s�1;
and (b) �850, c.i. � 0.25 � 10�5 s�1. (c) The anticyclogenesis density for �850. (d)–(g) Lysis and genesis for anticyclones and cyclones
in the vicinity of the Andes for �500: (d) the anticyclolysis density, (e) the anticyclogenesis density, (f) the cyclolysis density, and (g) the
cyclogenesis density. Densities are in units of number density per month per unit area (unit area as in Fig. 4). Intensities are absolute
relative to the removed background. The 50% sea ice boundary is delineated by the white line.
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and the summer intensities are generally greater than
those in the winter polar loop but less than those in the
subtropical loop. As was the case with Eulerian vari-
ance, autumn (MAM; Fig. 10b) is more similar to sum-
mer, and spring (SON; Fig. 10d) to winter. However,
here autumn already shows the subtropical storm track
in the Australian/New Zealand sector, with the two
tracks joining in the east Pacific.

In the lower troposphere (Fig. 11), the �850 tracks

have a circumpolar appearance in summer (Fig. 11a)
compared with the winter picture of a spiral plus a Pa-
cific track as shown in Fig. 11c. Throughout the year,
the largest intensities are found in the Indian Ocean. At
this level, this maximum is smallest in summer, and in
winter it is slightly larger than in the equinoctial sea-
sons.

Another aspect of the summer �850 picture is the rela-
tively large track densities found in regions of the sub-

FIG. 10. Upper-tropospheric seasonal cycle of the SH storm track based on �250: track density (color) and mean intensity (line
contour) for (a) DJF (summer), (b) MAM (autumn), (c) JJA (winter), and (d) SON (spring). Track density is number density per month
per unit area (unit area as in Fig. 4), and mean intensity is absolute relative to removed background with c.i. � 0.5 � 10�5. The 50%
sea ice boundary is delineated by the white line for each season.
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tropics, particularly in the western Atlantic and western
Pacific Oceans. To look at this and other features fur-
ther, Fig. 12 shows the summer �850 cyclogenesis on an
expanded latitudinal domain. The zonally elongated
genesis regions equatorward of 20°S near 0°, 75°E,
130°E, and 90°W all lead to westward-moving weak
tropical systems. Near 60°W there are three genesis
regions in the lee of the Andes over South America,
near 47° and 32°S, and over the Antarctic Peninsula
that correspond closely to the winter genesis regions

(Fig. 4c), though all except that at 47°S are weaker. The
Andean genesis maxima also have anticyclogenesis
maxima in close proximity (not shown) similar to the
winter, although these now occur to the southwest of
the genesis maxima, with the more southerly one being
the most intense. These changes appear to be closely
tied to changes in the upper-tropospheric jet over South
America as discussed above and the interaction with
the flow over the topography and clearly indicate that
this region of South America is dynamically complex.

FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 10, but for lower-tropospheric seasonal cycle based on �850. Mean intensity is absolute relative to removed
background with c.i. � 0.25 � 10�5.
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The new feature is that off Brazil centered at 26°S. As
discussed, for example, by Taljaard (1972), the systems
move poleward and eastward from here along a region
that corresponds to the southwestern flank of the
lower-tropospheric subtropical anticyclone and the
southern edge of the South Atlantic convergence zone
(SACZ) cloud band. Similarly, in the Pacific near
150°W there is genesis also along the flank of the sub-
tropical anticyclone and the South Pacific convergence
zone (SPCZ) cloud band. In the western Indian Ocean,
there is a corresponding but weaker feature extending
southeastward from Madagascar. The subtropical gen-
esis regions near western Australia and 180° lead to
cyclones that are not very mobile. The winter genesis in
the Pacific storm-track region is not present in summer.
At higher latitudes the cyclogenesis is generally similar
to that in winter, except that the genesis near Antarc-
tica near 150°E, though still present, is much weaker.

6. Discussion and concluding comments

The use of ERA-40 data and modern computer vari-
ance and tracking techniques has enabled a detailed
view of the Southern Hemisphere storm tracks to be
attained. According to the technique and variable used,
the details change somewhat, but the general picture
remains similar. In the summer there is a rather circular
high-latitude storm track. In winter the high-latitude
storm track is more asymmetric, with a spiral from the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans in toward Antarctica, and a
subtropical jet–related lower-latitude storm track over

the Pacific, again tending to spiral poleward. At all
times of the year, maximum storm activity in the
higher-latitude storm track is in the Atlantic and Indian
Ocean regions. There the maximum activity is in the
summer in the upper troposphere but generally in the
winter in the lower troposphere. It is noteworthy that,
unlike the Northern Hemisphere, the Southern Hemi-
sphere winter storm track can appear weaker or stron-
ger than that in the summer, depending on the diag-
nostic used. This closer similarity between the solsticial
seasons is consistent with the small area of continental
regions. The SST gradients (Figs. 1c,d) are very similar
in the two seasons and are in fact slightly stronger in
summer than winter between 35° and 55°S. Finally the
summer storm track is a single, deep concentrated high-
latitude entity, whereas the winter track has both upper
subtropical and deep high-latitude components. Also,
in agreement with others, and consistent with the ther-
mal inertia of the largely ocean-covered surface, the
Southern Hemisphere equinoctial season storm tracks
tend to have similarity with those in the preceding sea-
sons: autumn with summer, and spring with winter.

A detailed study based on feature tracking in winter
has yielded a number of interesting results, in some
cases giving more support to previous ideas and in
other cases new ideas. Tracking of cyclonic features in
�250 has emphasized the separation of, and interplay
between, the polar and subtropical jet storm tracks in
winter. This has recently been discussed by Nakamura
and Shimpo (2004), who have stressed the trapping of
wave activity by the strong subtropical jet and the con-
sequent lack of leakage into the polar storm track in the
Pacific. In vorticity, and even more in �PV�2, the maxi-
mum average intensities are associated with the sub-
tropical track. However, the polar track dominates
when using geopotential height, for example. The track
densities, but not the intensities, suggest a spiral from
the subtropics in the Pacific to higher latitudes in the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans with a strong split from 90°
to 270°E.

The genesis of lower-tropospheric cyclonic systems in
the South American sector occurs near 30° and 45°S as
well as on the Antarctic Peninsula. These same regions
were present in the cyclogenesis results of Simmonds
and Keay (2000, their Fig. 3a) and Chung (1977) and
where suggested by the extended EOF analysis of Vera
et al. (2001). The poleward two of these regions appear
to be mostly associated with the decay of systems up-
stream of the Andes and the Peninsula and their regen-
eration downstream of the mountains. The equator-
ward genesis region has been shown here to be associ-
ated with an upstream region of intense but shallow
cyclonic systems on the subtropical jet, and individual

FIG. 12. Southern Hemisphere DJF (summer) �850 cyclogenesis
over the whole hemisphere, number density per month per unit
area (unit area as in Fig. 4).
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low-level genesis events can usually be linked to par-
ticular upper-level systems. The low-level jet on the
eastern side of the Andes may be important in provid-
ing moisture that enhances the development process.
There is a strong similarity with the separate northern
and southern Rockies genesis regions shown for the
Northern Hemisphere in Hoskins and Hodges (2002,
their Fig. 6c). Also, intriguingly, anticyclogenesis re-
gions are found some 5°–10° poleward of each cyclo-
genesis region in both hemispheres. In longitude there
are sequential regions of anticyclolysis and cyclolysis on
the upslope, anticyclogenesis over the mountains, and
cyclogenesis on the downslope. These features appear
to be consistent with simple vortex-stretching ideas for
flow over topography, but further research is required
to fully understand the mechanisms behind these dis-
tributions.

Isolating the �850 systems from the genesis maxima
enabled the production of the overlapping plate recon-
struction of the lower-tropospheric storm track given in
Fig. 7. This is suggestive of a sequence of cyclones going
through their life cycles with the upper-tropospheric
storm track giving the genesis in the next region
through downstream development and subsequent
deep growth in favorable regions. The overlapping
plate plus upper-track reconstruction gives a striking
picture of the storm-track spiral from Australia to
southern South America and then from the three gen-
esis regions across the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and
around Antarctica in the extreme southern Pacific.

The Pacific winter storm track appears here rather
more clearly in vorticity tracking than in Eulerian vari-
ances and perhaps than in previous discussions. It is
coherent in depth and in geographical space, from near
30°S off eastern Australia to 40°–45° upstream of South
America.

As highlighted in, for example, the growth/decay of
winter �850 cyclonic systems (Fig. 5b), the general pic-
ture is one of growth equatorward of 50°S and decay
poleward of 60°S. This is similar to the picture given by
Simmonds et al. (2003) for surface pressure systems,
but the zero line is slightly more equatorward. Figure 8
shows that most of the systems that die near Antarctica
have spiraled in from higher latitudes. However, as
stressed by Simmonds et al. (2003) and shown in Figs.
5c and 8a, some cyclones are generated near Antarc-
tica. In particular, �850 cyclonic systems are generated
over the ice near 150°E. This region of enhanced gen-
esis does not appear to have been discussed previously.
One possible suggestion for its existence is that the
lower-tropospheric systems decay upstream of 150°E as
they move eastward by the side of the extremely steep
coastal topography of east Antarctica and that it is here

that they first get the possibility of a significant influx of
cold air in depth. They appear at their most prevalent
during the winter season when the SH has its greatest
asymmetry in storm-track activity and more storms spi-
ral into the upstream region. This situation is also ap-
parent at 500 hPa (Figs. 5e,d), indicating that many of
these systems have some depth to them at initiation and
that they form in association with an existing system.
This physical argument is in contrast to the focus on
katabatic flows that have been proposed as being im-
portant for the short-lived mesocyclones (e.g., Brom-
wich and Parish 1998) that do not pass the acceptance
criteria used in this study.

Inatsu and Hoskins (2004), partly inspired by the re-
sults discussed in this paper, used atmospheric GCM
experiments with changed SST or topography to isolate
the reasons for the asymmetries of the winter SH storm
track. In the upper troposphere, the major determinant
of the narrow, extended maximum in synoptic time-
scale eddy kinetic energy in the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans and the sudden end upstream of New Zealand
was found to be a stationary Rossby wave train forced
by tropical convection asymmetries. The wave source in
the Indian Ocean region was associated with the out-
flow from the monsoon there. The major determinant
of the intensity of the lower-tropospheric storm track in
the Atlantic and Indian Oceans in the GCM was found
to be the enhanced midlatitude SST gradients there.
The important role suggested for the Andes in the di-
agnostics presented here is consistent with the GCM
result that without the Andes the Atlantic part of the
storm track was considerably weaker. The cyclogenesis
region found near South Africa is also consistent with
the weaker storm track found in the GCM with the
topography there removed. The spiral nature of the
lower-tropospheric storm track was maintained in the
GCM experiments if either the tropical or midlatitude
SST asymmetries were retained. The former is consis-
tent with the importance of the upper-tropospheric spi-
ral storm track in creating the linkage between the
overlapping plates of the lower-tropospheric storm
track in Fig. 7a. The latter raises again the notion that
there may be a positive feedback between the storm
track and the SST gradients: the storm track leads to
surface winds that drive the currents that lead to SST
gradients, and these may be favorable for the storm
track. If this coupled perspective is valid, the basic driv-
ing of the asymmetric SH winter storm track structure
in both the upper and lower troposphere is by the asym-
metries in tropical convection.

One interesting aspect of the summer �850 tracking is
the genesis of eastward-moving cyclonic systems near
the tropic of Capricorn off Brazil, in the central Pacific
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and, to a lesser extent, off Madagascar. The former is
important for the summer rain in southern Brazil. In
each ocean basin, the systems move along the south-
west flanks of the subtropical anticyclones and contrib-
ute to the “convergence zone” cloud bands seen in
these regions.

This summer low-latitude discussion supports the
picture given by Taljaard (1972). More generally, one
of the outcomes of this paper is a confirmation of the
remarkably high quality deductions about the nature
and structure of Southern Hemisphere storm tracks
made by earlier researchers, such as Taljaard (1972), on
the basis of very limited amounts of data. (Note that a
complete set of results from this study for all fields and
all seasons is available online at www.nerc-essc.ac.uk/
�kih/AMIP2/era40_results.html.)
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APPENDIX

Pre– and Post–Satellite Comparison

A larger degree of uncertainty in the representation
of weather systems can be seen between different re-
analyses in the SH when contrasted with the NH
(Hodges et al. 2003). This same comparison has been
performed for ERA-40. In general the climatological
results and aspects of the storm tracks presented in this
paper are robust between the different reanalyses as
well as between the satellite and presatellite periods
although there are some differences in detail.

The study of Bengtsson et al. (2004) has highlighted
the significant changes in atmospheric properties such
as integrated water vapor, tropospheric temperature,
and vertically integrated kinetic energy with the intro-
duction of the satellite observing systems. Comparison
of MSLP between Faraday Station on the western side
of the Antarctic Peninsula and ERA-40 shows excellent
agreement back to 1979, differences of several hecto-
pascals in the period 1974–79, and much larger differ-
ences before that (J. Turner 2004, personal communi-
cation). Such results raise the question of whether there
are also differences in the tracking statistics between
the presatellite and satellite periods and if this has any
impact on the results presented here.

To explore the impact on our results of the introduc-
tion of the satellite observing systems, the same analysis
has been performed on the presatellite (1958–78) and
satellite periods (1979–2003) separately. Although
some satellite data were available before 1979 from
VTPR, the major change occurred around 1979. Fig-
ures A1a and A1b show distributions for the SH win-
tertime cyclones with respect to their maximum inten-
sities based on MSLP and �850, respectively, for the
presatellite (1958–78) and satellite (1979–2003) periods
for ERA-40 and the satellite period for the NCEP–
NCAR reanalysis [the Department of Energy (DOE)
reanalysis shows similar results]. This shows that the
number of systems is generally higher in the earlier
period but that the maximum intensities are higher in
general in the later period for ERA-40. This is true for
both variables and hence provides us with some confi-
dence that this result is a consistent one. The difference
between ERA-40 and NCEP for the satellite period is
as large as the difference between the presatellite and
satellite periods for ERA-40, indicating the relatively
large uncertainty in the SH between reanalysis even
though the same observations have been used.

The SH is dominated by the satellite data, which has
increased dramatically in recent years, such that the
ECMWF analyses and forecasts have improved signifi-
cantly in recent years. This may explain the decrease in
the number of storms and the increase in the mean
intensities in the latter period. Before the introduction
of the satellite data, the SH ERA-40 analyses will be
more influenced by the GCM. Since model-generated
storms tend to be smoother and longer lived, this results
in more storms passing the selection criteria. Also, the
model may be biased to weaker intensities than when it
is better constrained in the latter period by the satellite
observations. These results are reflected in the differ-
ences in the 2–6-day standard deviations of MSLP and
�850 shown in Figs. A1c and A1d, respectively, particu-
larly for �850, which shows a reduction in activity in the
latter period throughout the storm-track region al-
though with some increase close to the Antarctic coast.
This is perhaps less clear for MSLP, but it should be
remembered that the Eulerian variances are a combi-
nation of the distribution of storms and their proper-
ties. These spatial variations are also apparent in the
tracking statistics (track density and mean intensity; not
shown). These indicate in general more systems in the
main storm-track region with some reduction around
the Antarctic coast in the former period and more in-
tense storms in the latter period.

The final conclusion from our extensive comparison
between different reanalyses and the ERA-40 presat-
ellite and satellite periods is that although there are
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differences in the number and intensities of storms, the
aspects of the SH storm tracks discussed here are ro-
bust.
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